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PUBLISHING

Publishing Your First
(or Next) Book…
There is something magical about publishing your own book.
Think about it…you have the opportunity to share something your believe in–
something that matters to you! And what excites me most is that those thoughts and
ideas can be expressed in SO many different ways through books!
A story (even one that isn’t original from you) can be shared as a children’s book,
as a novel, as part of a non-fiction work or even portrayed in the form of a lowcontent book, like a coloring book, activity book or journal. But regardless of the
approach you take in producing that story…that message…there are a few pieces of
the publishing equation you MUST get right!
Your Cover: You’ve heard the phrase, “A book is judged by its cover!” It’s true! You
have about 10 seconds to convince a potential reader to pick up your book (or
click on it online). That ”introduction” is SOLELY due to your cover design…it’s
THAT important!
Your Book Interior: I was told years ago as a budding book designer, “If it LOOKS
like a mistake, it’s a mistake. It doesn’t matter whether you meant to do it or
not!” That sounds very unforgiving, but the reality is that it’s true! Readers expect
book interiors to look professional. Readability, punctuation, layout…these and
more can elevate your book into a great reading experience OR kill it completely!
Your Marketing: It honestly doesn’t matter HOW awesome your book is! If no one
is aware of it, it will not sell. Marketing and selling your book isn’t something you
leave to chance. It’s like giving birth to a child then leaving it outdoors in the hope
that someone will discover it…except that no one knows it’s there! Marketing
your book (your baby) is YOUR responsibility, and, perhaps the most important
part of the overall publishing equation!
Over the past few years, I’ve taught a number of courses that walk you through
the ENTIRE publishing process, step-by-step. I’ve covered the cover design process,
book interior layout and, yes, even the marketing!
I’ve done this for years…since 1993…so I understand the process inside and out
and can guide you through the process of publishing your OWN magic!

Secrets
to Designing a
Professional-Looking

Book
Cover

Your Cover Matters…
Are You Communicating “Success” or “Failure With Your Book
Cover’s Design?
It’s not enough to write your book! Good enough is NOT good
enough! Presentation is everything!
Would you leave your baby naked, malnourished and alone? Of
course not! So what does your book’s design SAY about your
message, your brand and your reputation?
The quickest way to communicate “FAIL” with your book OTHER
than a poor cover design…
– Formatting and Consistency
– Spelling and Punctuation Issues
– Poor Organization and Flow
Poor design is one of the primary sources for negative reviews.
Don’t make it EASY for Publishers to push your book aside!
Commercial publishers GET this! They understand! All things being
equal, if YOUR book doesn’t meet industry standards, you WILL
leave money on the table…and likely a LOT more!
Honestly, the publishing industry wants your book to fail. If it does
it means MORE money and less competition for them.

7 Cover Design Mistakes…
Avoid These Like the Plague:
1. No natural flow to the design.
2. Including too much info.
3. Too many different font types.
4. Font readability.
5. Competing colors.
6. Poor image choices.
7. Resolution issues.
BAD Cover Design Examples

GOOD Cover Design Examples

The Key Elements…
A Book Is Judged By Its Cover…
We are visual AND logical AND emotional people. Our cover
communicates our book’s story on multiple levels.
– Title and Author Information
– Secondary Text Information
– Font Choices
– Color Choices
– Photographs / Graphics
– Subconscious Communications
It’s All About Flow…
The reader’s eye needs to follow a logical path! We are
programmed to recognize certain patterns.
Below are some of the patterns most commonly used in book
cover design.

ZEVAO

The Key Elements…
Fonts: Balancing Readability With Design…
Readability at small sizes is important…however…there are other
elements you need to pay attention to as well to make the best
choices for your design, like…
– Using all UPPERCASE, Title Case or all lowercase.
– Mixing fonts (like a script with a bold) or font weights (like
a bold and thin version).
– Font Size and Spacing.
– Color and Shade.
Most Important: Font choice REALLY matters! Pay attention to
design trends!
You ALSO want to consider what “Story” your font choices are
communicating. Is it aligned with your book’s message? The
samples below serve as an example…

Engage With Stories
Engage With Stories
Engage With Stories
Engage With Stories
Engage With Stories

The Key Elements…
Your Cover’s Color Palette…
Color is as much a part of the storytelling as every other element.
There is an underlying emotional connection with color based on
the world around us.
Color can create a very visceral trigger response to our covers…so
USE it to your benefit when it makes sense. Please understand,
however, that most colors can have both positive and negative
connotations.
For Example…
Red: love, energy, power, action, strength, passion, heat,
desire, determination, courage, anger, danger, warning, rage,
war, impatience, stop.
Black: protection, dramatic, serious, classy, formality, secrecy,
death, evil, mystery, strength, authority
Blue: tranquility, love, loyalty, security, trust, intelligence,
coldness, fear, masculinity, calming, truth, heaven, confidence
Gold: wealth, prosperity, valuable, traditional, greed,
dreamer, extravagant, prestige, wisdom
Green: money, growth, fertility, freshness, healing, envy,
jealousy, guilt, disorder, life, renewal, balance, harmony, go

The Key Elements…
Choosing the Right Design Elements…
Design Elements include:
– Photographs
– Illustrations
– Shapes (solid or gradient)
– Lines
– Patterns
– Shadows and Glows
Some “rules” to keep in mind when choosing Design Elements
include…
– Does the image visually or metaphorically communicate
the “story” of your book and message?
– Are there logical
areas to place text?
– Will the image
overpower the text
areas?
– Full cover image or
positioned in a box?
– Does it make sense
to combine multiple
images?

A Few of the 600 Book Covers I’ve Designed Over the Years.

The Key Elements…
Your Front Cover May Include…
– Title
– Subtitle (if any)
– Author Name
– Series Info (if any)
– Foreword (if any)
– Endorsement (if any)
– Bonus Info (if any)

Your Spine May Include…
– Title
– Author Name
– Logo (optional)

Your Back Cover May Include…
– Header title
– About the book
– Testimonials
– Author bio
– Author photo
– Logo or contact info
– Publisher Logo
– ISBN and Barcode
– QR Codes

ILLUSTRATION

Illustrating Your Own
Children’s Book…
I worked in-house as a book designer for a Christian Publishing Company for
around 7 years before I started my own design company. Of the many submissions
we received for book proposals, quite a few were Children’s Books…and nearly ALL of
them were rejected! Why?
In those days, publishing a children’s book meant hiring an artist to produce the
illustrations. It was a very costly, time-consuming endeavor. Unfortunate, most of the
authors simply didn’t have a public presence big enough to justify the expense of
producing the books. This ALWAYS bothered me, which is why I set out to change
those dynamics! My 3-Step process is a game-changer for children’s book authors!
Find or Create Characters: Most children’s books include characters and creating
your own is easier than you might think! Whether you choose to use generic toys,
plush, custom characters or dolls, there are PLENTY of characters to choose from.
Photograph Your Characters: Every story has a setting…outdoors, in a bedroom,
in outer space…somewhere. By photographing your characters in those special
settings (you can use your phone) or combining photos of your character with
existing photos (compositing) you can create nearly ANY scenario. This process
ALSO makes it extremely easy to change your mind if you don’t like how
something looks (something that isn’t so easy when working with an illustrator).
Turn the Photos Into Illustrations: There are dozens of programs, both free and
paid, that make it EASY to convert your photos into paintings or illustrations…and
that’s where the magic happens! Whether you prefer a watercolor style over
pastels or wish to keep it simple with pen and ink, software can help you create
those styles and more…easily!
I have experimented with about EVERY variation of this process that you can
imagine. I’ve purchased and tested nearly every program that exists to see which
ones are the best for creating illustrations using this method.
In my trainings, I’ve shared all those findings as step-by-step processes that you
can follow. I’ve also included all the other parts of the process to help you with the
writing and publishing parts as well! Of course, these methods ALSO work for other
types of products that also require illustrations, like many types of POD products!

The
Kid’s Book
Self-Guided
Challenge
Introduction

6 Steps to Creating an
Awesome Kid’s Book…
• One attractive feature to creating kid’s books is
that they are largely illustration driven…much
easier to write.
• Creating and publishing a kid’s book can be
broken down into 6 essential steps:
1) Story Planning and Writing
2) Illustration Planning
3) Illustration Creation
4) Book Design and Layout
5) Publishing Your Book
6) Pre-Sell and Marketing

The Stories You Tell…
• Many different types of stories.
• Character Story (Beginning, Middle, End).
•

Telling the story of an experience or lesson.

• Concept Story (Question or Statement).
•

Alphabet or number stories, What is? Questions.

• Non-Fiction Story (Topical Stories).
•

Historical Stories.

•

How It Works.

•

Educational Topics.

• Can be very basic or more developed…
• Write it yourself or ask input from a child.
• Your story can also be based on an
existing story in the Public Domain.
•

Fairy Tales
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_fairy_tales)

• Characters can be original, generic,
classic or repurposed.
• Some of the best stories come from play
and life lessons.

Illustration 101…
• What’s the “visual story” of your story?
• Your illustrations introduce the visual style and
rhythm
of the book.
• The illustrations should move the story forward
(in the case of a character story).
• What “visual” elements of from your story
could communicate the essence of your story
without words?
• Is it location-based? Period-based? Stylebased? Time of day or season-based?

Illustration 101…
• Illustration style also has a huge impact on your
book’s visual appeal.
• Some of the most popular illustration styles
include:
•

Inks, Watercolors

•

Acrylics, Pastels

•

Vectors, Digital, 3D

• Software makes it possible for nearly anyone to
create illustrations in these styles and many
more.
• Software also allows you to create quickly!

Illustration Planning…
• What “visual” elements of from your story
could communicate the essence of your story
without words?
• There is no decisive “rule” to determine what
goes where, like “two sentences per page.”
• The illustrations should move the story
forward, especially in character-based stories.
• Bring to life the characters, setting and mood.
• I go through my story and break it up in
sections.
• Use your story breaks to “storyboard” your
story.

Your Book Layout…
• For creating the actual layout, I prefer Adobe
InDesign.
• Other options include:
•

QuarkXPress.

•

Scribus.

•

Powerpoint.

•

Canva.

•

LucidPress.

• Always include the Title Page, Copyright Page,
Dedication or Acknowledgements and About
the Author.
• Stick with Industry Standards!
•

7x10, 8x10, 8.5x11, 8.5x8.5

• Always plan for bleed!
• Consider 2-Page spreads. Make sure
proportions are correct.
•

7 + 7 + .125 + .125 = 14.25

• Allow 4 pages for front / back matter.
• Final resolution MUST be 300dpi @ 100%.

Choosing a Publisher…
• There are a number of excellent options
available for self-publishing your book!
• CreateSpace: https://www.createspace.com
• IngramSpark: http://www.ingramspark.com
• NookPress: https://www.nookpress.com
• Lulu: https://www.lulu.com
• Blurb: http://www.blurb.com
• PrintNinja: http://www.printninja.com
Publishing Checklist
q Upload completed PDFs to printer
(CreateSpace, IngramSpark, etc.)
q Choose interior and cover paper
q 50# or 60# Opaque for interior (use heavier 70#
paper if available for full color photo books.).
q 14lb. C1S Coated cover stock (unless printing
hardcover or with a jacket).

q Enter all needed info for uploading
q Book Description, Author, BISAC Subject Codes, etc.

Marketing Your Book…
• Presell Your Book
• Dedicated Website
• Amazon Author Central
• Giveaways
• Social Media Buzz
• Videos / Trailers
• Press Releases
• Live Events

Illustration
Design Bundle

The “Illustration Design Bundle” Includes:
• Kid’s Book Self-Guided Challenge

Regularly $197

• Illustrate Your Stories!

Regularly $197

• Illustrate With Miniatures

Regularly $197

• Pop Scenes Art

Regularly $197

• Photo Composite Illustrations

Regularly $197

• And ALL Included BONUSES!

$985 Total Price...Now Just:

$985 $247!
Save $738!
https://www.expertmediabundles.com/illustrations

HYBRID STYLES

Creating Hybrid
Illustrations Easily!
When I first started experimenting with photo-to-illustration methods years ago, I
had no idea just how deep down the rabbit hole it would take me. It’s kind of like
exploring a never-ending cavern of wonder!
In my explorations, I discovered pretty early on that many of the programs I
encountered could get me close to the vision I had for an illustration style but not all
the way there. It seemed like there was always something that wasn’t complete or
right. And that is what let me to experiment with combining styles to create hybrid
variations.
These days there is a myriad of choices to pick from, software-wise:
Desktop Programs: Whether you are a PC or Mac person, there are plenty of
illustration styles available to you (personally I’m a Mac guy). I prefer using
desktop programs because you can get maximum use out of your computer’s
memory without having to relay on an internet connection. Of course, there are
also many Photoshop (and other) plugins that also enable you to generate styles
that would, otherwise, be nearly impossible to replicate.
Mobile Apps: What you can create with mobile apps these days is nothing short
of astounding, and the apps make it SO simple to create art on the fly…in real
time! Some apps even offer desktop counterparts making it easy to move from
working on your phone or tablet straight to your desktop (and vice versa).
Cloud-Based Software: Cloud-based software (web-based) is becoming MUCH
more prevalent now. While I’m not a huge fan in many cases, there are some
web-based options that defy logic. It’s just amazing what these AI-based
programs can generate!
These hybrid illustration styles enable you and me to create astounding works of
art, EVEN if we can’t draw a straight line. I know that sounds like hype, but it’s true
nonetheless! They don’t diminish the exceptional talent possessed by skilled artists,
but does make it easier for the rest of us to create beautiful, inspiring art for our
products and projects. What used to be impossible for us is now possible (and easy)
when using hybrid illustration styles!

Easily Create Stunning,

Hybrid
Illustration
Styles…
For Your Children’s Books, Posters, Mugs & T-Shirts
Using Next-Level Design Tools and Strategies!

Tony Laidig

Introduction to Hybrid Illustration Styles…
You may not realize this but I’m ALWAYS searching for new,
inventive ways to turn photos and graphics into art.
I actually keep a running list just in case I uncover something cool
enough to tell you about.
Just in the Hybrid series alone (including Vol. 4) I’ve found and
demoed 32 Mobile Apps, 13 Desktop Apps, 3 Web-Based Apps and
20 Photoshop Actions. That doesn’t include the dozens of apps I
tested that were crap.
Honestly it’s hard to believe there are THAT MANY options
available to us now to turn our photos into illustrations for books,
POD products and more!
The planning for hybrid illustrations is much like that for ANY
other project. The first question to consider is, “What is the purpose
for the illustration(s)?”
Are the illustrations for:
• Book Illustrations
• Posters
• Mugs
• T-shirts
• Fine Art
• Something Else?
The purpose determines output size, which determines the input
size of the image we are starting with. With some of the methods we
can use a smaller input size isn’t a big deal. With others, size plays a
bigger factor in the outcome.

Introduction to Hybrid Illustration Styles…
For example, designing for a mug versus a 20” x 30” poster will
require handling the process a bit differently. In the training, we
address output resolution specifically as it varies product to product.
The Hybrid methods we explore will work for ANY type of
photograph, B&W or color, as well as with illustrations of all types.
The methods and styles affect the sources images differently so
there is a lot of fun experimenting with the mix to get the desired
end result.
You can use smartphone photos, DLSR photos, Public Domain
stock photos…literally ANY photo!
In some cases, even low-rez photos work great!
Some of the new apps and programs we discuss are based on
neural networks and artificial intelligence. They give us the ability to
apply a work of art to a photograph or illustration to create
something new.
These are NOT filters. The end result is literally a recreation of the
original source photo or illustration as if it had been painted in the
style of the foundational work of art.
Art creation is being revolutionized at the speed of technology.
Artificial intelligence, neural networks, advanced algorithms and
procedural processes are the paint brushes of the 21st century.
Embracing these methods can take your art to an impressive new
level! Some of these technologies may not fit into your style or
vision…have fun with those that do!

Introduction to Hybrid Illustration Styles…
We ALSO look at Photoshop Actions.
Actions and Templates expand Photoshop’s capabilities!
Actions are simply pre-recorded scripts that apply a series of steps
(actions) to your image, using presets, brushes, patterns, etc. Some
are simple in operation, others are more complex.
Templates are finished Photoshop Layers, typically including Smart
Objects, that enable you to achieve a specific style or effect with
your photo or illustration. Like Actions, they are very simple to use!
What makes these great is that they are inexpensive and can
produce some incredible results. They are especially ideal for
creating hybrid illustrations from photos!

Introduction to Hybrid Illustration Styles…
In the pages that follow, I reveal the magic and artistry made
available to use through the remarkable apps, software and actions
we discuss. Beginning with the latest Hybrid Illustration Styles, Vol.
4, we explore the strategies you can use…beginning today…to create
truly amazing illustrations from photographs – yours or those from
the Public Domain.
Speaking of the Public Domain, I have also including some of my
favorite source sites throughout, including the ones below!
https://freestockphotos.io/
http://www.cupcake.nilssonlee.se
http://www.imagebase.net
http://www.jaymantri.com
http://www.lifeofpix.com
http://freenaturestock.com
http://www.nos.twnsnd.co
http://www.pickupimage.com
http://www.picography.co
http://www.moveast.me
http://www.publicdomainarchive.com
http://www.skitterphoto.com
http://www.snapwiresnaps.tumblr.com
http://www.splitshire.com
http://www.startupstockphotos.com

Hybrid
Illustration
Styles, Vol. 4

Create ‘Push-Button’ Art Using Powerful Apps
and Proven Desktop Illustration Tools...Even If
You Consider Yourself a Non-Artist!...
What I love about evolving art technology is that it makes it SO
easy for ANYONE...yes even YOU...to create amazing-looking art in all
types of traditional styles as well as modern derivatives! And while it
will never replace traditional mediums, it certainly expands the
reach of art into the lives of everyday people like you and me. That's
a HUGE win for the art community AND for us!
Just imagine, we now can turn simple photos taken with our
phone or camera into works of art...and all with a click of a button!
When you partner
together the amazing art
we can generate using
these next-generation
technologies with books,
print-on-demand products
and more, the
opportunities are literally
limitless!
And the BEST part?
Anyone can make art
using these methods…
ANYONE! Doesn’t matter
if the art is for a book, a
special project or just for
you or your family…just go
for it!

Meanwhile…in the ever-evolving adventure of
creating cool art ANYONE can master...
I’ve had MANY requests to demonstrate two popular and welllove desktop art programs...“Corel Painter Essentials” and “Affinity
Photo.” In Vol. 4, we discover the amazing art possibilities available
to us through both these proven programs!
We also take a comprehensive look at 10 new mobile apps that
can be used to create some truly beautiful art. These are ones I’ve
never demoed before. Honestly, just when I think I’ve discovered ALL
the best ones, I uncover new apps even MORE crazy cool than some
of the ones I’ve previously shared. I continue to be shocked at what
we can create with a few taps on the screens of our mobile devices!
As a matter of fact, in THIS series, Vol. 4, I’ve discovered a few of
my most favorite apps to date out of ALL the ones I’ve demoed! The
next page showcases a few great examples of what I mean!

Examples from Vol. 4...

Examples from Vol. 4...

Make GREAT Art While Playing…
Doesn’t Get Much Better!
As you can see...there are a LOT of fun and realistic-looking styles
that we can "play" with, and once again, this latest BRAND-NEW indepth training course features a new crop of the BEST!
I will walk you through EACH of the 10 Hybrid Illustration Apps as
well as “Affinity Photo” and “Corel Painter Essentials” over the
course of the 13-pre-recorded training modules. I will show you,
step-by-step, exactly how to use the apps and programs to create
stunning art for use in your children’s books, for posters and
puzzles... literally for use on any type of product based on art!
Honestly, these tools are game-changers once you understand the
best ways to incorporate them in your design workflow!
Here is what to expect:
• Demoes of all 10 apps and both desktop programs.
(Please Note: This training ONLY focuses on the Photo Art
aspects of the desktop software, not the entire program).
• Design insights and strategies for using multiple programs
together.
• How to easily create variations to fit your tastes within each of
the demos.
• Project workflow and the best ways to handle processing multiple
images.
• And So Much More...

Hybrid
Illustration
Styles, Vol. 3

Get Started with Hybrid Illustration Styles HERE: https://www.ebitraining.com/hybrid4

Art creation tools continue to harness
and expand the latest technology...
Recently I began experimenting with a different approach to
creating art from photographs...using special actions and templates
that make generating professional-looking art easier than ever.
Through the use of prepared digital brushes, textures and
patterns, I was able to “paint” with amazing results like this cat...
and all with a click of a button (literally)!
I can tell you first-hand that these actions and templates expand
design possibilities and makes it easier than ever for ANYONE,
including YOU, to easily create truly amazing works of art!
These remarkable tools that
work together with Photoshop
gives us the opportunity to
create stunning, hybrid
illustrations, even if we’ve
never created a piece of
art...ever!
The best part about these
actions and templates is that
they work with ANY type of
graphic: photo, illustrations,
graphics, etc. That opens the
door WIDE open to creating
great art from your OWN
content or content from the
Public Domain!

“I’m Here to Guide You on an Astonishing
Illustration Adventure Using These Action
and Template Technologies!”
Over the past several months, I downloaded and tested DOZENS
of these Actions and Templates to see if they really lived up to their
claims. Many did, some did not...and some left me scratching my
head. My goal was to identify 15 of the best to use for art creation.
So the challenge was to apply tried-and-true design strategies to
these new illustration options to create art we can use for our
projects. The results are nothing short of mind-blowing! The best
part is that these Actions and Templates are CHEAP...all are under
$12 each, most are under $9!

A lighthouse photo from the Public Domain showcasing 8 of the amazing actions and
templates shared in Vol. 3.

Using the Actions and Templates
Is Pretty Straightforward.
Step One: Find an image you wish to
transform. For this example we will use
a wolf photo from the Public Domain.
Step Two: Follow the directions for the
specific action or template you choose.
In this example, we will create a new
layer, name it “brush” and paint in the
areas of the photo we wish to include
in the drawing. It doesn’t have to be
perfect. As a matter of fact, it’s actually
better to be a little messy.
Step Three: Select your Action and click
the “Play” button for the action. It does
everything else to create the end result.
Depending on the action, you MAY be provided
with additional options to further fine-tune
your illustration, like the example on the right.
Below is the end result!

As you can see...there is a LOT of fun and realistic-looking styles that
we can “play” with and this in-depth training course features the
BEST! I walk you through EACH of the 15 Hybrid Strategies over the
course of the 16 pre-recorded training modules. I show you, step-bystep, exactly how to find, install and work with each of the actions or
templates to create stunning art for use in your children’s books, for
posters and puzzles... literally for use on any type of product based
on art! Honestly, these tools are game-changers once you
understand the best ways to incorporate them in your design
workflow!
Here is what to expect:
• Explaining how the action and template processes work.
• Installing the needed scripts, brushes, patterns and more.
• How to easily create variations to fit your tastes within each of
the demos.
• Project workflow and the best ways to handle processing multiple
images.
• And So Much More...
I ALSO included a crazy-fun BONUS on
how to turn graphics into Embroidered
Illustrations. It’s definitely a unique
approach to showcasing your graphics…
especially ones you can find in the
Public Domain, like the dinosaur on the
right!

Hybrid
Illustration
Styles, Vol. 2

Get Started with Hybrid Illustration Styles HERE: https://www.ebitraining.com/hybrid4

Art creation continues to evolve at the
speed of technology...
Traditionally, when we think of creating artwork, the first things that
come to mind are likely canvas, paint and brushes, etc. And while
those and other traditional mediums are certainly still valid, there
are new art contenders that are forcing us to take notice!
Today we hear about revolutionary software technologies, like
Convolutional Neural Networks, Deep Photo Style Transfer,
Interactive Generative Art and Node-Based Procedural Texturing and
have no idea what it really is or does.
Well I can tell you first-hand that, what it does makes it easier
than ever for ANYONE, including YOU, to easily create truly amazing
works of art!
These remarkable discoveries based on artificial intelligence and
complex algorithms have led to amazing tools we can now use to
create stunning, hybrid illustrations, even if we’ve never created a
piece of art...ever!

“I’m Here to Guide You on an Astonishing Illustration
Adventure Using These Smart Technologies!”
Over the past several months, I have continued to explore the
latest, bleeding edge technology for creating art using this amazing
AI technology. What I continue to find is that, while the tech and
what it can do is nothing short of amazing, understanding how to
use the raw art results for commercial purposes is another story.
Many of the latest programs still have resolution issues and
unpredictable artifacting. The challenge was to apply tried-and-true
design strategies to these new illustration options to create art we
can use for our projects. The results are nothing short of mindblowing!

A photo I took of two of our steampunk dinosaurs…then processed using
one of the App-based hybrid styles.

Step One: Find an image you wish to transform. It can be a B&W or
color photograph or illustration, either one from the Public Domain
or one that you photographed or created yourself. Below are a few
of my favorite Public Domain sites to find source images.
• http://pixabay.com
• https://stocksnap.io
• http://www.pexels.com
• https://unsplash.com
Here is a photo of a race car I downloaded from Pixabay…

Step Two: Choose a photo-to-illustration apps or software to
experiment with your source art. Here are a few end-result examples
of the car:

Step Three: Combine your multiple outputs from the art programs in
creative ways using an image editor like Photoshop or PhotoPea.
This part only requires basic Layers work in the image editor…a very
easy process!

Keep in mind that there is no “right or wrong” way to combine these
images. Each photo can produce limitless variations depending on
the program options you choose. But these HYBRID versions of the
illustrations is where the REAL magic is revealed.
By combining the above variations in Photoshop, we come up with
the final version of the car on the next page!

Case Study: The Final Version

Here are some additional examples of Hybrid Illustration Styles I’ve
created using these methods…

Even MORE additional examples of Hybrid Illustration Styles I’ve
created using these methods…

As you would imagine, the processes used with these hybrid
strategies are better demonstrated than explained. The results can
vary photo to photo. Some styles work better with some photos
than others. And then there are the apps and programs. Some have
restrictions that limit their use. That’s why I’ve tested ALL of
them…to find the best of the best! That way you don’t have to waste
a lot of precious time and money!
Building off of the success of my original hybrid course, “Hybrid
Illustration Styles,” I have created a BRAND-NEW, 6-Module Course
that further explores in-depth hybrid illustration training techniques
and software.
In ”Hybrid Illustration Styles, Vol. 2,” I share every strategy I’ve
uncovered using these new illustration technologies and processes
to help you create stunning art to use in your children’s books, for
your Ecom POD products, for posters and puzzles, buttons and
more! Honestly, these tools are game-changers once you understand
the best ways to incorporate them in your design workflow!

Here is what to expect:
• Discovering the Revolutionary Software and Apps Leading the
Charge for A.I.-Based Art.
• In-Depth Step-by-Step Training on the New Apps and Software
We Will Be Using to Create Our Illustrations, Including: 6 Amazing
Desktop Programs, 3 Web-Based Apps, 7 Mobile Apps and 5
Photoshop Actions.
• Next-Level Strategies for Combining Multiple Modes of Design to
Create Gorgeous Illustrations.
• MANY Case Studies to Demonstrate the Limitless Illustration
Variations Available in the Software Options.
• How to Kit-Bash Your Favorite Outputs to Create Hybrid Results.
• And So Much More...

I have ALSO included two bonuses I think you will enjoy…
BONUS: Deep Dive: PhotoDonut Software Training

BONUS: Deep Dive: PhotoPea Software Training

Hybrid
Illustration
Styles, Vol. 1

Get Started with Hybrid Illustration Styles HERE: https://www.ebitraining.com/hybrid4

Over the past few years, I’ve been experimenting with new phototo-illustration strategies using software technologies based on
neural networks and artificial intelligence. These Hybrid Illustration
Styles I’m achieving with my photos were IMPOSSIBLE to achieve a
year ago, but have NOW opened the doors to new types of
illustrations that are nothing short of amazing.
Of course, once I began to figure out these processes, I couldn’t
resist ALSO using these hybrid illustration processes to transform
Public Domain B&W, color photos and clipart into something fresh
and new!
As you know, Public Domain content has been one of my favorite
topics of study over the past 20 years. There is simply NO other
content source as massive as the Public Domain for EVERY type of
media content, including text (books, magazines, newspapers, etc.),
images (photographs, works of art, illustrations, etc.), video and
audio…on and on it goes.
At the top of my favorites list for Public Domain-based content is
photos and images. I personally STILL use Public Domain images in
product creation nearly every day! And because of that I am
constantly pushing for new methods and strategies to use to
reinvent many of the BORING photos and basic clipart. These are the
images MOST people overlook, but not me. You might wonder, “How
on earth could ANYONE create something fresh looking from those
types of images?”
That’s the EXACT question I asked myself recently. I mean, what’s
the point of having access to millions of photographs and
illustrations if you can’t use them for anything, right?

Using these methods, I’ve been able to transform old, Public Domain
photos and even simple line art into amazing, new illustrations. It’s
crazy cool what you can create...if you understand the process.
And the best part is that the process is repeatable using simple,
inexpensive or free tools. This is a fundamental change in how are is
created from photographs and different from ANY other method I’ve
ever experimented with. These new hybrid styles are serious
gamechangers!
The process is pretty straighforward…

A photo I took at our toy store of one of our toy displays…then processed using one of
the hybrid styles.

Step One: Find an image you wish to transform. It can be a B&W or
color photograph or illustration, either one from the Public Domain
or one that you photographed or created yourself. Below are a few
of my favorite Public Domain sites to find source images.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://www.stokpic.com
http://www.travelcoffeebook.com
http://www.4freephotos.com
http://www.goodfreephotos.com
http://www.gratisography.com
http://shutteroo.com
https://realgraphy.org

Here is a photo of a wolf from Pixabay…

Step Two: Using photo-to-illustration apps or software, create
MULTIPLE versions of your source art. Here are the two apps I used
here:
Painnt App
Jixipix Pastello Pro

These two are from Painnt…

This one is from Pastello Pro

Step Three: Combine your multiple outputs from the art programs in
creative ways using an image editor like Photoshop.

What’s beautiful with this process is that there is no “right or wrong”
to it…and each photo can produce limitless variations. But it’s with
the HYBRID versions where the REAL magic is revealed.
By combining the above variations in Photoshop, we come up with
the final version of the wolf on the next page!

Case Study: The Final Version

Here are some additional examples of Hybrid Illustration Styles I’ve
created using these methods…

Even MORE additional examples of Hybrid Illustration Styles I’ve
created using these methods…

Most of these photos were shot with my iPhone,
BTW. Amazing!

As you would imagine, the processes used with these strategies are
better demonstrated than explained. There are also special ways of
handling clipart versus photographs. And then there are the apps
and programs. Some work better than others, and still others have
restrictions that limit their use. That’s why I’ve tested ALL of
them…to find the best of the best! That way you don’t have to waste
a lot of precious time and money!
In my 4-Module LIVE-taught training, ”EBI: Hybrid Illustration
Styles,” I reveal every strategy I’ve uncovered to use these new
illustration technologies and processes to help you create stunning
art to use in your children’s books, for your mugs and t-shirts, for
posters and puzzles, buttons and more!

“Hybrid Illustration Styles” is the latest in the Easy Book Illustrations
series and will deep dive into topics like:
• Planning and Preparation for Creating Hybrid Illustrations.
• The Best Types of Photos (and Artwork) to Use.
• In-Depth Step-by-Step Training on the New Apps and Software
(these will include tablet, desktop and web-based apps).
• Next-Level Strategies for Combining Multiple Modes of Design to
Create Gorgeous Illustrations.
• A Product Workflow for Generating Consistent, Repeatable
Results for Multiple Illustrations.
• LOTS of Case Studies That Demonstrate the Limitless Illustration
Variations Available to Us.
• Subtle Details That Impact Your Final Art in a Huge Way.
• And So Much More...

Hybrid Styles
Bundle

The “Hybrid Styles Bundle” Includes:
• Hybrid Illustration Styles, Vol. 5

Regularly $197

• Hybrid Illustration Styles, Vol. 4

Regularly $197

• Hybrid Illustration Styles, Vol. 3

Regularly $197

• Hybrid Illustration Styles, Vol. 2

Regularly $197

• Hybrid Illustration Styles, Vol. 1

Regularly $197

• And ALL Included BONUSES!

$985 Total Price...Now Just:

$985 $247!
Save $738!
https://www.expertmediabundles.com/hybridstyles

ECOM DESIGN

Manufacturing for the
Average Joe (or Jane)!
There was a time when the idea of creating your own line of physical products
was little more than an expensive pipedream. It was a nearly impossible feat unless
you had a lot of specialized equipment and deep pockets. But all that changed as
technology and manufacturing techniques shifted to level the playing field for
creating custom goods.
Boutique manufacturing has created new types of businesses that didn’t exist
before. These business types take on three primary forms.
Print-on-Demand Products: There are thousands of different types of products
that we can customize uniquely and creatively, from apparel and drinkware to
jewelry and furniture. Unlike publishing-based products, this type of on-demand
manufacturing is solely design-driven. And new product types are being added on
a regular basis. Time to market is nearly instantaneous and requires zero
inventory, zero in-house manufacturing and zero startup costs!
Desktop Manufacturing: Hobbies, arts and crafts have been around for as long as
humans have been around. But today’s opportunities have greatly expanded our
ability to manufacture goods right from our homes in ways never before possible.
Now we have reasonably priced equipment available to use, like: 3D printers, diecutting machines, laser cutting and engraving, large-format printers, CNC
machines, embroidery machines and more. And even without having those
machines, we can easily upload designs to companies who do (like Shapeways).
Low-Run Specialty Products: Paper-based products (like calendars), pins and
magnets, stickers and many other easy-to-sell products can now be produced in
low runs at price points that rival commercial competitors. With easy-to-use,
web-based interfaces, anyone with an idea and design can create their own
product lines.
Sales platforms, like Shopify, Etsy, Amazon Handmade and others) make it easy to
get your custom good in front of the eyes of potential customers. The opportunities
are unprecedented and continue to grow and evolve as the product offerings grow
and evolve.

Ecom Design
Bundle

The “Ecom Design Bundle” Includes:
• Advanced Ecom Design

Regularly $197

• Public Domain Ecom Design

Regularly $197

• Creative Mug Design

Regularly $97

• Create Custom Products

Regularly $197

• Create Custom Products, Vol. 2

Regularly $197

• And ALL Included BONUSES!

$885 Total Price...Now Just:

$885 $197!
Save $638!
https://www.expertmediabundles.com/ecomdesign

PUBLIC DOMAIN

On the Shoulders of
Creatives and Geniuses!
The Public Domain represents a treasure trove of creative works whose copyright
has expired or that do not qualify for copyright protection. This vast collection of
media content, from books and magazines to videos, photographs, works of art and
more, can be reinvented and reimagined in new forms using today’s technologies.
Embracing and using the Public Domain to create derivative works breathes new life
into existing, proven content created by some of the world’s most prolific and
brilliant creatives and geniuses.
While there are MANY types of content available in the Public Domain, there are
three types of content that stand out above the others:
Text Content: There are many types of text-based content available to us in the
Public Domain, including: books, magazines, newspapers and more. This text can
then be repurposed and presented in new forms ranging from new types of
publishing and websites to courses, videos and more!
Image Content: By far the largest category of Public Domain content, the Image
Content category includes: photographs, paintings, illustrations, graphics,
drawings and more. These can easily be used as a foundation for creating any
types of image-driven products, like POD products, books, posters and more.
Video Content: From old movies and government footage to newly created videos
that were released into the Public Domain, video content is another fast-growing
category in the Public Domain. This video content can be cleverly utilized in many
forms, especially in creating new, derivative video works.
“You can’t find what you don’t know to looks for,” and therein lies the challenge.
Literally every day, new content of all types enter the Public Domain. The secret is in
a) knowing how and where to find it, and b) knowing what to do with it once you’ve
found it.
My mission over the past 12+ years has been to guide those in need of proven,
quality content to the best sources available online and offline. It has also been to
provide direction, step-by-step, on how to reinvent that content into some new, fresh
and amazing to benefit current and future generations.

Tap Into a
“Treasure Trove”
of Unlimited, Free
Content…
And How to Monetize It in Your
Business in 2019 and Beyond...

Tony Laidig

The Ultimate Mega-Trends…
•

Tapping in at the right time can result in massive
sales!

•

There are TWO MEGA-trends that dictate success in
ANY arena.

Solutions
Resources

Evergreen Topics…
•

Within the solutions and resources you provide, it’s
extremely important to pay attention to evergreen
markets!

•

Evergreen means the topic has ALWAYS been
popular.

•

If they’re STILL popular now and have been popular
for years, you’re almost guaranteed to find great
content in the Public Domain.
Common Evergreen Themes

•

Love / Romance

•

Weight Loss / Fitness

•

Food / Nutrition

•

Jobs / Careers

•

Finance/Saving Money

•

Pets

•

Parenting / Education

•

Hobbies / Arts

Hidden in Plain Sight…
•

Where do these “solutions” come from?
•
•
•

Come from your own knowledge and
experiences.
Come from the knowledge and experience of
others.
Come from a BLEND of your knowledge AND
others.

•

Each of us has some form of specialized knowledge.

•

Combine that with the knowledge and experiences
from MILLIONS of other smart, creative people from
all walks of life who have gone before us and who
live today!

•

The ultimate source for solutions and resources is
the Public Domain!

•

We think we have to “reinvent the wheel” but we
don’t.

•

Understand that these solutions can take on many
forms.

•

The SECRET is in FINDING the right solutions!

•

“There is nothing new under the sun.”

•

What CAN be new is the application of that solution!

Information Alchemy
•

The SECRET is to combine the old (the Public
Domain) with the new (our specialized knowledge).

•

Why is this a better approach?
•

It’s easier to start with something than to start
from scratch.

•

Have access to the existing, proven answers
from millions of brilliant minds!

•

The sourced solutions are already familiar to us
at a deep level.

•

There is a nearly limitless supply!

In the United States alone:
•

85+ Million Books (Over 2 Billion Worldwide).

•

200,000+ Magazines = Millions of Articles.

•

8+ Million Patents.

•

100+ Million Images (Photographs, Art, etc.).

•

1,000+ Government Websites, Books, Movies, etc.

What Is the Public Domain?
•

Works created before copyright laws.

•

Works whose copyrights have expired.

•

Works that do not qualify for copyright protection.

•

Works donated to the Public Domain.

•

Ideas, Concepts, Formulas, Lists, Equations, etc.

•

Expired Patents.

•

Nature (except in some cases).
Categories of Public Domain Content

•

Books (Fiction, Non-Fiction, Textbooks, Reference, etc.)

•

Periodicals (Magazines, Comics, Newspapers, etc.)

•

Video/Audio (Movies, Music, Stock Footage, etc.)

•

Images (Photos, Illustrations, Fine Art, Clipart, etc.)

•

Government (Web-Based, PDFs, Patents, etc.)

•

Miscellaneous (Non-Protected Information, Ephemera,
Blog Content, etc.)

Content-Based Products
Books

Education

Image-Based

Non-Fiction Topics

Supplemental

Books (all types)

Fiction Genres

Worksheets

Fine Art

Children’s Books

Activities

POD Products

Graphic Novels

Flash Cards

Fabric

Low-Content Books

Games

Promo Products

Picture Books

Stickers

Computer-Aided

Gift Books

Posters

Resource Bundles

Information

Maker

Webinar Training

Digital Resources

Pre-Recorded

Patterns

Livecast

Crafts of All Types

Podcast

3D Printed

Workbooks

How-To’s

Blog Posts

DIY

Themed Resources

Recipes

Directing Traffic
•

Understand that we aren’t just talking about products
here!

•

The Public Domain is, perhaps, the BEST source for
content to post to Pinterest!

•

It also works perfectly for other traffic sources, like:
•

Videos for YouTube, Vimeo, etc.

•

Social Media Posts and Memes.

•

Blog Posts

Finding the Resources
•

The solutions people seek are sometimes represented
by needed resources.

•

When the Great Gold Rush of 1849 happened, who
made the MOST money?

•

Product creation (digital or physical) is ultimately just a
collection of what?

•

There is NO greater solution for finding these resources
than the Public Domain!

Best Book Resource Sites…
•

Archive.org (http://archive.org)

•

Project Gutenberg (http://gutenberg.org)

•

HathiTrust (http://hathitrust.org)

•

New York Public Library
(https://digitalcollections.nypl.org)

•

Europeana (http://www.europeana.eu/portal)

•

Digital Public Library of America (https://dp.la)

Best Periodicals Resource Sites
•

www.gutenberg.org/wiki/Category:Periodicals_Bookshelf

•

https://archive.org/details/magazine_rack

•

http://www.unz.org/Pub/

•

http://www.pulpmags.org/

•

https://news.google.com/newspapers

•

http://theoldentimes.com/

•

http://comicbookplus.com/

Best Video Sites…
•

https://pixabay.com/en/videos

•

https://videos.pexels.com

•

http://www.lifeofvids.com

•

http://www.coverr.co

•

https://www.pond5.com/free

•

https://archive.org/details/stock_footage

•

https://vimeo.com/creativecommons/cc0

Best Audiobooks Sites…
•

https://librivox.org

•

http://www.loyalbooks.com

•

http://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/books

•

http://www.gutenberg.org/browse/categories/1

•

http://www.openculture.com/freeaudiobooks

•

https://archive.org/details/audio_bookspoetry

Best Photo Sites…
•

https://stocksnap.io

•

http://freenaturestock.com

•

http://www.skitterphoto.com

•

https://pixabay.com

•

http://www.gratisography.com

•

http://www.pexels.com

•

https://foodiesfeed.com

Best Illustration Sites…
•

https://pixabay.com

•

https://openclipart.org

•

https://publicdomainvectors.org

•

https://www.oldbookillustrations.com

•

http://www.reusableart.com

•

https://www.dampfkraft.com/by-id/c7aeb267

•

http://www.visipix.com

General US Government Sites…
•

https://www.usa.gov/topic s

•

https://www.cia.gov

•

https://catalog.gpo.gov

•

https://www.govinfo.gov

•

https://publications.usa.gov

•

https://www.data.gov

•

https://www.mymoney.gov

Images on Government Sites…
•

https://guides.library.upenn.edu/c.php?g=475958&p=32
55326

•

https://guides.ucsf.edu/c.php?g=100979&p=655138

•

http://memory.loc.gov

•

https://www.loc.gov/collections

•

https://www.flickr.com/groups/usagov

•

https://www.flickr.com/photos/usnationalarchives

Examples of How I’m Currently Using PD…
•

Card Decks and Games.

•

Asset Bundles.

•

Low-Content Books.

•

Physical Products.

•

Characters for New Stories.

•

Calendars.

•

And Much More!

Public Domain
Bundle

The “Public Domain Bundle” Includes:
• In Other Languages

Regularly $197

• Using Public Domain Content

Regularly $197

• Public Domain Resource Database Regularly $197
• Public Domain Basics

Regularly $97

• Public Domain Kickstart

Regularly $97

• And ALL Included BONUSES!

$785 Total Price...Now Just:

$785 $147!
Save $638!
https://www.expertmediabundles.com/public-domain

GAME CREATION

Playing With Social
Interaction for Fun!
Games are one of the oldest forms of human social interaction and date back
across many cultures to ancient human history. So it seems that games are hardwired into our very being!
While many games exist for play and entertainment, work and education can also
be presented in game form (flash cards as an example). While gaming has certainly
evolved over the millennia–with digital forms being the all the rage these days–
games always has, and always will be, a part of the human experience!
Many ancient and modern games primarily fall into one (or a combination of)
three categories:
Board Games: The Egyptian game, Senet, has been around for over 5,000 years!
Other games, like Backgammon, Chess, Go and Pachesi, have been played for
nearly as long. Today, board games take on many forms from classics like,
Monopoly and Clue, to more recent favorites like, Catan and Ticket to Ride.
Card Games: When we think of card games, the classic Poker deck of cards often
comes to mind. But unlike board games, card games arrived on the scene much
later…around the 15th century in China. Today, that simple invention has evolved
into a diverse selection of card-based games that includes, role-playing games
(RPGs) like Magic the Gathering, Cards Against Humanity and, yes, poker (in all its
variations).
Dice Games: Dice have been around almost as long as board games and are often
included as elements of board or card games. But dice also have been associated
with gambling. Original created from knuckles, the most familiar dice today are 6sided, with dice up to 20-sides used in gaming.
Gameplay is governed by “game mechanics,” sets of rules that determine the
actions and outcomes for interaction. For instance, the “roll and move” mechanic is a
simple example that works by rolling dice (or spinner a spinner) and then moving
your pawn (or meeple) the corresponding number of spaces on your game board.
With the wide variety of game mechanics that exist combined with creative
artwork and game pieces, creating fun and exciting games can be very rewarding!

Easily Create
Your Own
Card Decks
for Fun and
Profit…

Tony Laidig
with Charles Perkins

“Shall we play a game?”
This question, asked by the WOPR supercomputer in the 1983
movie, “WarGames,” nearly led to a very real nuclear way.
Fortunately for us, the games we love have nothing to do with loss
of life or global distruction. However, the business of games…cardbased games…is very serious!
In a day and age where mobile devices and apps seem to dominate
every aspect of our lives, including game play, there is a surprising
trend that has emerged over the last few years that departs
technology in favor of a much simpler way to be
entertained...playing card games.
And while you wouldn't expect that a zero-tech game whose origins
go back to the 9th century AD would even be popular today, the
exact opposite is true. Card games have dominated Kickstarter with
more pledges than any other category (over $500 million) and has
been been growing at a steady 50+% each year. Even in big box
retail, this category is at the top of the heap with the greatest
growth out of ANY other related category!
“We Are Introduced to Cards From Our Earliest Age...”
When we think of card games, it's likely that the first idea that
comes to mind is “Poker,” “Old Maid” or “Go Fish.” But card games
take on a MUCH broader appeal than a few simple games we grew
up with. Flash Cards help our children learn their colors, ABC's, other
languages and much more. Inspirational Cards bring encouragement
and insight. Trading Cards give us the opportunity to support our
favorite sports teams, movies and more. Tarot Cards give us a peek
into our future. And then there's the games...LOTS of games!

Party Games like “Cards Against Humanity,” “Exploding Kittens” and
“Joking Hazard” show up at many late-night gatherings and parties.
RPG Games like “Magic: The Gathering,” “Yu-Gi-Oh!” and “Pokémon”
have been popular for decades among teens and adults alike. Even
children's card games like “Uno,” “Crazy 8’s” and “War” are as
popular as ever! Who would have guessed that simple card games
would continue to outpace ANY other type of toy to the tune of $2
Billion dollars a year and growing!
“But Creating Card-Based Games Is Hard, Right?”
Just like EVERY OTHER major product market, card deck-related
products is experiencing a renaissance due to new technology and
changing production techniques. It used to be that creating cards
meant drawing or printing on card stock and cutting them out with
scissors.
Today, you can easily have your cards produced with “store bought”
professional-looking quality for just a few bucks! And because of
that, ANYONE...yes, even you...can produce card deck-based
products that compete with major manufacturers. As a matter of
fact, MANY of today's most popular games and card-related
products were created by everyday people, just like you and
me...NOT big publishers.
“But Can You Make Money from Card Games?”
In 2015, “Exploding Kittens” was funded on Kickstarter to the tune of
$8.8 million dollars! The popular 2016 game, “Joking Hazard” saw a
whopping $3.2 million come through its Kickstarter campaign.
“Bears Versus Babies” (also from the creators of ‘Exploding Kittens’
brought in $3.2 million as well.

Those are just three examples of hundreds! There is no way I can
predict that YOU can create the next “Exploding Kittens” game, but
imagine creating a game that generated even 1% of that...I think
you'll agree that making $88K from a simple game would be a WIN!
“I have NO Idea Where to Even Begin!”
At first, I didn't either. I loved to play games, loved flash cards, etc.
but never created my own and had no clue what was even possible.
All that changed with a conversation I had with my son-in-law. I had
been doing a LOT of research on card games. I had a few ideas but
didn't know how to develop them. What I didn't know about Charles
was that he created several card-based games and was working on a
new one called, “Castorum.”
We talked about game mechanics and play value. I shared design
insights and production resources. And that conversation led to our
first game, “Dinosaur Springs, The Card Game.” Within a few weeks, I
began designing a new card game, “Acronymity,” an animal-based
Flash Card set and Inspirational Cards based on my photographs. It
hasn't slowed at all.
“Some of Our Own Card Decks…”

The following notes
are some of our
Reference Materials
to help you with
creating your OWN
Card Decks!
Enjoy!

Types of Card Decks…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Playing Cards.
Tarot / Oracle Cards.
Affirmation Cards.
Inspirational Cards.
Flash Cards
Educational Cards.
RPG Card Games.
Party Games.
Trading Cards.

• Research existing card game rules and
incorporate them into YOUR game:
http://howdoyouplayit.com
•

Example: ”Cards Against Humanity” is based on the
popular game, “Apples to Apples.”

• Test play your game (a LOT) using the rules to
make sure it works.
• Tweak your cards and rules accordingly!

Game Mechanics…
• The “style” of your card game is determined
by answering these four questions.
1) What do I have to do?
2) How do I do it?
3) What is the ultimate goal?
4) How can I avoid failure?

• What do you want the GOAL of your game to
be (the rules)?
1) Collect a certain amount of pieces?
2) Make it to a certain point in the game?
3) Achieve an amount of points?
4) Beat my opponent/opponents
before they can beat me?

• The secret: Play LOTS
of games!

Common Card Sizes…
• Bridge Deck: 2.25˝ x 3.5˝
• Business Deck: 2.0˝ x 3.5˝
• Circle Deck: 3.5˝ x 3.5˝
• Jumbo Deck: 3.5˝ x 5.5˝
• Poker Deck: 2.5˝ x 3.5˝
• Small Square Deck: 2.5˝ x 2.5˝
• Square Deck: 3.5˝ x 3.5˝
• Tarot Deck: 2.75˝ x 4.75˝

Card Manufacturers…
• The Game Crafter: https://www.thegamecrafter.com
• Print & Play: https://www.printplaygames.com
• Superior POD: http://superiorpod.com
• MPC: http://www.makeplayingcards.com
• Zazzle: https://www.zazzle.com

Designing Your Deck…
• Depending on the type of card deck you
want to create, you’ll need artwork.
• Use art from:
•

Public Domain sites.

•

Stock Photo sites.

•

3D Software.

•

Photography.

•

Illustration Software.

• All card manufacturers provide templates for
the various card sizes.
• Some templates are single
cards, others are multiple
cards per sheet.
• Always design single FIRST!

Game Creation
Bundle

The “Game Creation Bundle” Includes:
• Games From Books

Regularly $197

• Card Deck Creator

Regularly $197

• Creative Game Design

Regularly $297

• And ALL Included BONUSES!

$691 Total Price...Now Just:

$691 $147!
Save $544!
https://www.expertmediabundles.com/gamecreation

Kickstarting Your
Adventure in PDF Form!
Over the years I’ve found that different people learn in different ways. While
some people prefer to learn by watching, others enjoy to discover new ideas and
processes by DOING them. Still others love reading! If the last option describes you,
YOU are the one that the Kickstart PDFs were created for!
In each of the Kickstarts, I have pulled together best trainings on given topics to
have edited transcripts created that include both text and images. In this form, you
can easily follow along to discover the best methods and strategies on topics you
enjoy, like Public Domain content, Coloring Books and creating illustrations for
children’s books!

KICKSTARTS

Kickstart
Bundle

The “Kickstart Bundle” Includes:
• Content Kickstart

Regularly $97

• Public Domain Kickstart

Regularly $97

• Illustration Kickstart

Regularly $97

• Coloring Book Kickstart

Regularly $97

• And ALL Included BONUSES!

$388 Total Price...Now Just:

$388 $77!
Save $311!
https://www.expertmediabundles.com/kickstart

Ultimate Bundle

$6,301 Total Price...Now Just:

$6,301 $997!

Save $5,304!
https://www.expertmediabundles.com

Insider Level Bundle
Includes Everything Listed Below:

$6,301 Total Price...Now Just:

$16,410 $1,997!
Save $14,413!

https://expertmedia.clickfunnels.com/insiderbundle

